MOTION:

“THE BABY BOOMERS HAVE SQUANDERED THEIR CHILDREN’S FUTURE”
In recent years there has been a growing preoccupation with ‘intergenerational inequality’. A combination of increasing life expectancy, the sheer demographic size of older generations, and the pressures of recessionary trends on resources, have led some to proclaim that the ‘baby boomer’ generation – those born between 1946 and 1965 – has ‘bankrupted’ today’s youth, withdrawing many of the advantages that they once enjoyed. By comparison, Generation Y (roughly defined as those born between 1979 and 1999) has allegedly been left with dismal job prospects, unprecedented debts, declining public services and unaffordable housing. In his well-received book The Pinch: how the Baby Boomers stole their children’s future (2010), David Willetts, Minister of State for Universities and Science, argues that the situation is so critical that the government must act now to develop policies protecting the younger generation from their selfish elders, or risk a breakdown of trust between generations. Although many have been persuaded by the generation wars thesis, others are in firm disagreement. Coming out against his own newspaper’s analysis of the ‘jinxed generation’ [Ref: Financial Times], journalist Philip Stephens argues that we are all being swept up by ‘half truths and distortions’ in a febrile anti-boomer mood [Ref: Financial Times]. Others suggest that the current obsession with ‘selfish baby-boomers’ and ‘intergenerational inequity’ is a convenient and wilful misdiagnosis of the causes of economic inequality in Britain and other Western economies [Ref: Guardian]. Is Generation Y being denied the same opportunities as previous generations, inheriting a world of dwindling resources and debt-driven austerity? Or is this idea the product of an overly pessimistic outlook that glosses over the adversity faced by previous cohorts of young people? And what is the commitment of one generation to the next?
Generation Y: financial hardship and delayed adulthood?

Howker and Malik, in their much-referenced book Jilted Generation (2010), draw attention to a cocktail of financial pressures faced by their generation, from the imposition of university tuition fees to sky-high property prices, and from massive government deficits to high youth unemployment. Some now speculate that Gen Y might be the first generation not to surpass the living standards of their parents [Ref: The Sunday Times], whilst others worry the young are being forced into a ‘delayed adulthood’, having to return home to live with their parents after university and struggling to start a family [Ref: Observer]. The Intergenerational Foundation, an organisation established to ‘promote fairness between generations’ has variously critiqued: Private Finance Initiatives (PFIs) for passing on substantial costs to future generations; ‘gold-plated’ pensions; and the millions of unused bedrooms resulting from older people ‘living longer and staying in the family home’ [Ref: Intergenerational Foundation]. The plight of Gen Y has struck a chord more widely and some of the most vociferous criticism of the baby boomer generation has come from baby boomers themselves. They depict their generation as receiving an ‘incredible bounty and freedom’ from their parents whilst passing on an ‘incredible debt burden and constraints’ to their children [Ref: New York Times]. Opposed to these arguments are those that point out the historical amnesia involved in this one-sided portrayal of events. For example, many of today’s elderly remember rationing and national service; few went to university (5-10% compared to nearly 45% today), and most had to work hard, through tough times and recessions, to get where they are now. The two world wars of the twentieth century wiped out millions of young men, while in America, the ‘lucky’ baby boomers found themselves drafted to fight in Vietnam. For Dennis Sewell, talk of ‘intergenerational fairness’ in fact speaks to the sentiment of envy, and ignores the massive advantages bequeathed to today’s younger generation in terms of higher life expectancy and greater affluence [Ref: Spectator]. Others challenge the speculation that this generation will fare worse than parents arguing, even on pessimistic assumptions, that ‘Britain is likely to be twice a rich in 2050 as it is today’ [Ref: Financial Times].

Offensive Democratic deficit: force of numbers?

David Willetts argues that the substantial size of the baby boomer cohort has allowed it to dominate culture, fashion, morality, and resources, to the point where worries about a ‘democratic deficit’ become focused on the problem of politicians playing to a more numerous and reliable grey vote. One academic highlights how, as the baby boomers age, the median potential voter age is increasing, an effect that is compounded by the fact that young people are less likely to vote [Ref: openDemocracy]. This has led to the argument that politicians are shy of implementing policies that will upset older voters and more willing to allow younger generations to take the strain of the economic crisis [Ref: Guardian]. In this context some commentators have welcomed George Osborne’s so called ‘granny tax’ – the announcement in this year’s budget of the removal of higher tax allowances for the over 65s – as a step in the right direction of getting older people to share some of the pain alongside the young [Ref: New Statesman]. Conversely,
others have warned of the dangers of ‘granny-bashing’ as wrongly portraying social failings as a product of greed and generating hostility towards certain sections of society rather than ‘any positive debate about how to improve society’ [Ref: spiked]. Additionally there is a tendency to portray young people as powerless and put-upon. With their rallies, festivals and fashions, the baby boomers were famously young when they pushed themselves to the centre of the political and cultural stage to campaign for ‘sexual, gender and ethnic liberation’ and demand the changes they wanted to see [Ref: Guardian]. Why shouldn’t we expect the young of today to take responsibility for fighting to change the world for the better?

Intergenerational contract or inevitable conflict over resources?

Edmund Burke described society as ‘a contract ... a partnership not only between those who are living, but between those who are living, those who are dead, and those who are to be born’ [Ref: BBC History]. For some, such as the economist Anatole Kaletsky, this contract is under strain not because of the current economic crisis, but due to an inevitable ‘age-related fiscal crisis’ that he argues ‘will make the current battle over bailouts in Europe’ a sideshow compared to the long-term intergenerational tensions and social conflicts that lie ahead [Ref: The Times]. In reality, then, this debate predates the current economic crisis and reflects long standing concerns about an ageing population – a consequence of people living longer, declining fertility rates and the substantial baby boomer cohort beginning to reach retirement age – as well as concerns about there being a finite limit to resources. For others the context for this debate is far too pessimistic and ignores important gains of the recent past. As Matt Ridley argues in his book The Rational Optimist, the availability of almost everything a person could want – from calories and vitamins to faster travel and communication – ‘has rapidly accelerated over the last 200 years’ and, given the key resource of human ingenuity, there is good reason to be confident about continuing this trend into the future [Ref: Rational Optimist]. Elsewhere, researchers have challenged the prevailing assumption that older people are a burden and argue that, because older people are living more active lives, the over 65s already contribute £40 billion to the economy through formal and informal work, with the figure estimated to reach £80 billion by 2030 [Ref: UCL]. The sociologist Frank Furedi further argues that instead of ‘tackling the question of how to create a prosperous future...anti-boomers are more interested in gaining a larger slice of the wealth created in the past’ [Ref: spiked]. More significantly, he suggests that the demographic and naturalistic explanations offered by many protagonists in this debate evade deeper moral and political questions about the relationship between one generation and the next. Have the baby boomers stolen their children’s future? Or is the future actually there for the taking?
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